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only at nääs fabriker complimentary for hotel guests

 
wellness area 
Enjoy different steambath concepts, heated outdoor pools and pontoons out to sea. 
Situated in a peaceful atmosphere close to nature.

hotel gym
Our hotel gym offer treadmills, stationary bikes and cross trainers. Create your own 
training program with endless excercises. 

outdoor gym  
Warm up at our 300 meter long walking trail before running a strength  
workouts on the 8 different stations at our outdoor gym.

bicycles 
Explore the beautiful surroundings by bike. We are happy to advise you on  
nice tours in the area.

boules  
Close to the hotel's outdoor terrace, there is now the opportunity to play boules on  
our new path. Spheres are available from reception.

shuffleboard 
Challenge your friends in shuffleboard, a game that suits all ages regardless of 
prior knowledge.

shopping
The shops at Nääs Fabriker offer fashion, interior and design and delicacies.

historical walk with our app
Discover Nääs Fabriker and the beautiful mill community Tollered with our app. Here 
you will find texts and images about the history of the site and the present. Choose 
between two different tours.

 
cookery studio

Welcome to our fantastic cookery studio! Up to 16 people can prepare light food  
dishes here together with our skilful chefs. The evening ends with a tasting session  
of the prepared dishes together with carefully selected fine wines. A gastronomic  
evening for all!

The evening includes: aperitif, three course dinner, drinks during cooking, carefully  
selected wines for dinner, 1 chef & 1 sommelier.

price: from 1 993  sek/person (min 8 persons)

We have many different acitivities to experience at Nääs Fabriker. Some connected 
to health, training and well being along with other things to do in the area. We have 

gathered examples of activities that we recommend during your stay with us. 
Please contact us for more information. 

activities at nääs fabriker
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training

mediyoga
MediYoga is a dynamic form of yoga that is suitable for everyone and all ages. Yoga 
gives a good effect on stress, back pain, sleeping problems and other body imbalances. 
You learn to take deep and long breaths which is the key to better health.
price: 180  sek/person (minimum price 1 600 sek. max 25 persons)

outdoor training with naturefitness
We cooperate with NatureFitness, a training form with extremely effective, tough and 
fun training- outdoors! The training is individually adjusted depending on training 
experience and physics. 

Tabata 45 min Highly intensive exercise combined with short breaks. Everyone works 
after their own ability.
Bootcamp 60 min We work through the body using car tyres, ropes and each other as 
resistance. 
Funktional outdoor training 60 min We use, first and foremost, our own body as our 
equipment.
price: 2 200 sek + 70 sek/person

adventure

prisoners at the factory
Compete in teams with different challenges and win keys. The goal is the 
treasure-chest.
price: 325 sek/person (minimum 4 500 sek) 

mission completed
A fun activity that is energetic, varied and easy to adjust according to the group and 
your needs. Find codes and places and solve questions, tasks and foto challenges. 
price: 350 sek/person (minimum 4 900 sek)

geocaching  
Work together in teams with a GPS to find hidden stations.
price: 350 sek/person (minimum 4 900 sek)

the battle of the treasure 
Bid on competition tools in an auction, the  prizes in the team battles give  
clues to the treasure.  
price: 350  sek/person (minimum 4 900 sek)

build a coaster car
Build a coaster car from crossbars, ropes and wheels. The fastest one wins. 
price: 1 750  sek/coaster car (minimum 3 cars and 15 persons)
 
rafting
Construct a raft. When all rafts are ready, everyone compete in a race on the lake.
price: 2 500  sek/raft (minimun 4 rafts and 20 persons)
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culture and culinary

wine tasting
Are you enjoying the good things in life and want to learn more about tasty drinks and 
food? Then we recommend one of our tasting sessions. Choose between the following 
themes:

champagne tasting / wine & chocolate / wine & cheese 
price: 500 sek/person (minimum 5 000 sek) 

historical walk
A guided walk through the industrial town's central parts with stories about the 
residentials and factory buildnings. You will learn about the history of the fabric and 
the life in Tollered. We visit a couple of the buildings. Focus is on the history but you 
will also get a brief info about today and what Nääs Fabriker has to offer.
price: 3 200 sek 
 

 
music and painting

music quiz with live band
Quiz that may be combined with music entertainment.
price: from 9 100  sek

line dance 
Learn how to line dance. No previous experience needed. 
price: 325 sek/person (minimum 4 500 sek)

choral practice
Why not end your conference with a choir class that will give you a groovy kick and 
bring the group together? A real energizer! 
price: 8 300 sek

surprise paintings
A positive and creative activity where your conference purpose may be the theme.
price: 275 sek/person incl. frame (minimum 4 500  sek)

activities on the lake

duffy
Rent our Duffy, electric boat with roof for 12 persons, for a ride on lake Sävelången.
price: 1 000  sek/hour (captain not included)

stand up paddle board (sup)
Try one of the fast growing water sports right now.  
price: 200  sek/sup per hour
 
canoeing 
Rent canoes and enjoy a ride on lake Sävelången. 
price: from 250 sek/person 
 
speedcats
Gokart on water! A fun and speedy activity that anyone can participate in. 
Enhances the company's results and team spirit.
price: 7 000 sek/boat 
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lectures & workshops price on request

mindfulness with christina stenberg
Todays society requires us to work efficiently and focused. When we train ourselves in 
Mindfulness, we become more resistant to stress, more present and focused and can 
easier develop a balanced life. We mix theory and research with exercises and show 
examples of how Mindfulness can be integrated in the workplace. The lecture can be 
adapted to suit either leaders or personel.

roland ”tigern” ericsson
Roland has a background as an elite athlete and within healthcare. He lectures and 
leads processes within personal development, team building, leadership and mental 
training. Choose between two different lectures:
Fortune school – some people do have more luck than others. How do they think?
To create job satisfaction – gives power to you and the organisation. An introduction 
to a problem solving mode of operation. 

surrounded by idiots? or... we make each other good  
gregor schill, schill coaching ab
What different behavioral styles are likely to be found among our team members? What 
makes us annoyed with one another? How can we instead help each other to succeed, 
develop and feel good? This entertaining and thoughtful lecture/workshop includes: 
• Different behavioral styles - characteristics, driving forces and needs
• Diversity's strengths and challenges
• How to recognize? • How to meet, support and collaborate?
• From group to a highly efficient team

sustainable FLOW in reality - green & kallin
In this lecture you are inspired to find your inner driving force. Today, we place  
extremely high demands on ourselves and each other, both at home and at work. How 
should we sort and prioritize all the impressions we are fed with each day? You will get 
concrete tips, both in order to be able to perform better and to feel better at work and 
at home. Emma Green and Camilla Kallin lecture, inspire and hold a training  
session focused on finding joy and balance in what you do, to make it last in the  
long run.

bubble & babble - may strategies
Experimental workshop to become a better speaker. A workshop that gives you energy 
and new insights. Bubble into Finnish glass tubes and discover your voice in a new way. 
Babble less and formulate your message abruptly and effectively. Catherine Hansson is 
the voice coach and actor and Ylva M Andersson has a background in journalism and 
on several media companies. Spend two hours with them - and you will gain concrete 
tools to use immediately.

cpr with defibrillator - cpr center
Your effort during the first few minutes if someone in your vicinity would suffer from a 
cardiac arrest is life-determining. There are over 10 000 sudden unexpected cardiac  
arrests in Sweden each year and 5-6 percent of them survive. If more dared to act 
faster with the right knowledge, many more would survive. Through a course with CPR 
Center you will be trained to provide first aid to those who have suffered from acute 
illness or accidents. Our trainers are active in emergency care and teach with excellent 
pedagogy. The course contains both practical elements and theory.


